Identified-hadron (PID) spectra from 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb and p-p collisions are analyzed via a twocomponent (soft + hard) model (TCM) of hadron production in high-energy nuclear collisions. The PID TCM is adapted with minor changes from a recent analysis of PID hadron spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions. Results from LHC data are compared with a PID TCM for 200 GeV Au-Au pion and proton spectra. 2.76 TeV proton spectra exhibit strong inefficiencies above 1 GeV/c estimated by comparing the p-p spectrum with the corresponding TCM. After inefficiency correction Pb-Pb proton spectra are very similar to Au-Au proton spectra. PID A-A spectra are generally inconsistent with radial flow. Jet-related Pb-Pb and Au-Au spectrum hard components exhibit strong suppression at higher pt in more-central collisions corresponding to results from spectrum ratio RAA but also, for pions and kaons, exhibit dramatic enhancements below pt = 1 GeV/c that are concealed by RAA. In contrast, enhancements of proton hard components appear only above 1 GeV/c suggesting that the baryon/meson "puzzle" is a jet phenomenon. Modification of spectrum hard components in more-central A-A collisions is consistent with increased gluon splitting during jet formation but with approximate conservation of leading-parton energy within a jet via the lower-pt enhancements.
I. INTRODUCTION
This article reports analysis of identified-hadron (PID) p t spectra from six centrality classes of 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions [1] via the two-component (soft + hard) model (TCM) of hadron production in high-energy nuclear collisions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Data from 2.76 TeV p-p collisions [8] and more-limited peripheral data from Pb-Pb collisions [9] are also included. This analysis is intended to explore the centrality systematics of jet modification (jet quenching) in Pb-Pb collisions and test the hypothesis that quarkgluon plasma (QGP), a dense flowing QCD medium, is formed in A-A collisions. In particular, spectra are examined for evidence that transverse or radial flow plays a significant role in A-A collision dynamics.
Conventional approaches to analysis of p t spectra from high-energy nuclear collisions have been motivated by an adopted narrative in which partial equilibration of flowing QCD matter at the parton level occurs within the collision space-time volume, and most detected hadrons emerge from a low-viscosity flowing medium or "perfect liquid" [10] via a subsequent bulk hadronization process. 1 The p t spectra of those hadrons should then reveal the velocity profile of the flowing medium and possible modification of jet formation due to passage of energetic scattered partons through the conjectured dense medium. Flows are assumed to dominate the low-p t part of a spectrum (e.g. below 2-3 GeV/c) while jet fragments (a small fraction of all hadrons) are assumed to dominate at higher p t (e.g. above 6-10 GeV/c) [1] . In the former case a blast-wave model function is fitted to spectra over 1 For example, see the introduction to Ref. [1] . a limited low-p t interval, with parameters representing a "kinetic freezeout" temperature and a radial-flow velocity [11] . In the latter case the spectrum ratio R AA is interpreted to reveal the effects of jet quenching as reductions from unity (jet suppression) at higher p t [12] .
An alternative approach involving no a priori assumptions addresses efficient and accurate representation of any information carried by spectrum data. An example is given by Ref. [3] describing a process in which a two-component spectrum model is inferred from the charge multiplicity (n ch ) dependence of p t spectra from 200 GeV p-p collisions. The physical origins of the two spectrum components have been inferred by comparisons with QCD theory [13] and correlation data [14, 15] .
The TCM has been applied subsequently to 200 GeV Au-Au collisions [4] , a large volume of p-p data over several collision energies [7] , p-Pb PID spectrum data [16] and two-particle angular correlations [2, 5] . As a composite production model the TCM is apparently required by spectrum [7] and correlation [2] data for all A-B collision systems, and the two components overlap strongly on p t . The present study is an extension of that program to determine the properties of Pb-Pb PID p t spectra.
Establishment of a PID spectrum TCM for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions in this study is based on a previous analysis of 5 TeV p-Pb PID spectra [16] . The p-Pb PID spectrum TCM is adopted with almost no change (exceptions noted below) to provide a reference for Pb-Pb data. PID spectra from 2.76 TeV p-p collisions and spectra with more-limited p t acceptance from 80-90% central Pb-Pb collisions are also analyzed to provide a null reference for possible jet modification and evidence for radial flow.
Some results of the present analysis include: (a) PID spectra from peripheral 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb and p-p collisions are consistent with 5 TeV p-Pb results reported in Ref. [16] including no significant evidence for radial flow or jet modification for any p-Pb n ch class spanning a thirty-fold variation in dijet production. (b) For morecentral Pb-Pb collisions jet-related spectrum hard components deviate strongly from p-p and p-Pb references, including suppression at higher p t and complementary large enhancement at lower p t . (c) A sharp transition in the jet modification trend is similar to the transition observed in jet properties from 200 GeV Au-Au collisions [5] . (d) For all Pb-Pb data, spectrum soft components are consistent with a fixed shape as for p-p and p-Pb reference cases, suggesting no evidence for radial flow (i.e. no significant boost of the soft component on transverse rapidity y t ). (e) Overall spectrum shape evolution is dominated by effects that scale with the number of N-N binary collisions as expected for dijet production.
This article is arranged as follows: Section II presents 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb PID spectrum data from Ref. [1] . Section III describes p-p and A-B PID spectrum TCMs. Section IV reviews a previous TCM analysis of 200 GeV Au-Au PID spectra. Section V reports a 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb PID spectrum TCM resulting from the present study. Section VI compares spectrum ratios in various formats. Section VII compares PID particle fractions from data and TCM. Section VIII reviews systematic uncertainties. Sections IX and X present discussion and summary.
II. 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb PID SPECTRUM DATA
Identified-hadron spectrum data for the present analysis, obtained from Ref. [1] , were produced by the ALICE collaboration at the LHC. The azimuth acceptance is 2π and pseudorapidity acceptance is |η| < 0.8 or ∆η = 1.6. Pb-Pb Collisions (40 × 10 6 events) are divided into six centrality classes: 0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%, 20-40%, 40-60% and 60-80%. Corresponding estimated centrality parameters from Ref. [17] are presented in Table I . Hadron species include charged pions π ± , charged kaons K ± and protons p,p. The p-p spectra (11 × 10 6 events) are reported in Ref. [8] . Peripheral 80-90% Pb-Pb data with more-limited p t acceptance are reported in Ref. [9] .
A. Pb-Pb PID spectrum data Figure 1 (a) -(c) shows PID spectraρ 0PbPbi (p t , b) and ρ 0ppi (p t ) from Ref. [1] (points) in a conventional semilog plotting format vs linear hadron p t . The symbol i represents a specific hadron species. The spectra are scaled by powers of 2 according to 2 m−1 where m ∈ [1, 6] and m = 6 is most central (not to be confused with centrality index n ∈ [1, 7] for p-Pb collisions in Ref. [16] ). The selected plot format limits visual access to differential spectrum features as they vary with hadron species and Pb-Pb centrality and especially at lower p t were most jet fragments appear [3, 13] . Compare with corresponding figures presented in a TCM format in Sec. V. Table I [17] R AAi (p t ; n ch ) = 1 N binρ
The independent variable in these plots is transverse momentum p t . The majority of the plot space on the right is then occupied by slowly-varying data while rapid changes are compressed into a small interval on the left. Transverse rapidity y t ≡ ln[(p t + m tπ )/m π ] is an alternative independent variable assuming the pion mass for all hadron species. Spectra can be transformed from p t to y t via Jacobian p t m tπ /y tπ . As such, y t is simply a logarithmic representation of transverse momentum p t with a well-defined zero. The logarithmic momentum scale gives much-improved visual access to lower-p t spec-trum structure where the great majority of jet fragments resides [2, 7, 13] . The thin solid curves are TCM reference trends defined in Sec. V B assuming that Pb-Pb collisions are linear superpositions of N-N collisions. For data in panel (f) the TCM reference accurately describes the particularly low values of proton R AA (y t ) at low p t .
B. Pb-Pb Glauber-model centrality parameters Table I shows centrality parameters for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions from Table 1 of Ref. [17] corresponding to the spectra in Fig. 1 . The centrality parameters are inferred from a Glauber Monte Carlo. To interpret PID p t spectra from Ref. [1] properly centralities and geometry parameters should be estimated accurately. [17] . bmax is the maximum impact parameter for each centrality interval. The lead (Pb) nucleus diameter is 14.2 fm, equivalent to eight tangent nucleons. As a reference the Pb nucleus is approximately eight tangent nucleons in diameter, and ν ≡ 2N bin /N part is the mean number of N-N binary collisions per N-N pair averaged over the Pb-Pb overlap region. For central Pb-Pb collisions ν ≈ 9 implies that on average a participant nucleon must collide each time simultaneously with 2-3 participant nucleons. A study of p-Pb geometry in Ref. [19] and follow-up study of Glauber-model inconsistencies in Ref. [20] suggest that at least in the asymmetric p-Pb context multiple simultaneous N-N collisions are unlikely.
C. Pb-Pb PID spectrum data interpretations
Reference [1] interprets the Pb-Pb spectrum data in the context of assumed formation of a dense and flowing QCD medium or QGP. Two p t intervals are assumed to represent distinct physical mechanisms. For p t < 2 GeV/c spectrum features should reflect "bulk production," whereas for p t > 10 GeV/c jet formation and inmedium jet modification ("jet quenching") should be the relevant issues. In the lower-p t interval "hardening of the spectra [with increasing centrality] is mass dependent and is characteristic of hydrodynamic flow...." In the higher-p t interval "the spectra follow a power-law shape as expected from perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations." Trends in the intermediate-p t region (e.g. the "baryon/meson puzzle" [21] [22] [23] ) are still not understood.
Concerning jet quenching and PID R AA data, Ref. [1] concludes that for p t > 10 GeV/c (y t > 5) three hadron species follow statistically similar trends, suggesting that while "jet quenching" represents in some sense parton energy loss to a dense medium the hadrochemistry ("species composition") of the jet "core" is not significantly influenced by the medium. That summary is related to broad issues of hadron-species-dependent fragmentation functions (FFs) in various collision contexts [13, 24] . See the responding comment at the end of Sec. VI D.
III. p-p AND A-B SPECTRUM TCMs
High-energy nuclear data exhibit a basic property: certain data features are composite and require a twocomponent (soft + hard) model of hadron production, as demonstrated initially for p t spectra from p-p collisions [2, 3] . The two components overlap strongly on p t . PID spectra from 2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb collisions are analyzed in this study in the context of previous analysis of p-p [2, 3] , Au-Au [4] and p-Pb [16, 19] data which provide reference trends. The TCM for p-p, Au-Au and p-Pb collisions has been the product of phenomenological analysis of data from a variety of collision systems and data formats [2-4, 6, 7] . Physical interpretations of TCM soft and hard components have been derived a posteriori by comparing inferred TCM characteristics with other relevant measurements [4, 13] , in particular measured MB dijet properties [24] [25] [26] . The TCM does not result from fits to individual spectra which would require many parameter values. The few TCM parameters are required to have simple log( √ s) trends on collision energy and simple extrapolations from measured p-p trends.
A. A-B spectrum TCM for unidentified hadrons
The p t or y t spectrum TCM is by definition the sum of soft and hard components with details inferred from data (e.g. Ref. [3] ). For p-p collisions
where hadron charge n ch is an event-class index, and factorization of the dependences on y t and n ch is the main feature of the spectrum TCM. The motivation for transverse rapidity y ti ≡ ln[(p t + m ti )/m i ] (applied to hadron species i) is described in Sec. III B. The y t integral of Eq. (2) isρ 0 ≡ n ch /∆η =ρ s +ρ h , a sum of soft and hard charge densities.Ŝ 0 (y t ) andĤ 0 (y t ) are unitnormal model functions approximately independent of n ch , and the centrally-important relationρ h ≈ αρ 2 s with α ≈ O(0.01) is inferred from p-p spectrum data [2, 3, 7] .
For composite A-B collisions the spectrum TCM can be generalized tō
which includes a further factorization of charge densitiesρ x = n x /∆η into A-B Glauber geometry parameters N part (number of nucleon participants N) and N bin (N-N binary collisions) and mean charge densitiesρ xAB per N-N pair averaged over all N-N interactions within the A-B system. For A-B collisions ρ s (n s ) = [N part (n s )/2]ρ sAB (n s ) is a factorized softcomponent density andρ h (n s ) = N bin (n s )ρ hAB (n s ) is a factorized hard-component density. Integrating Eq. (3) over y t the mean charge density is
where the hard/soft ratio is x(n s ) ≡ρ hAB /ρ sAB and the mean number of binary collisions per participant pair is ν(n s ) ≡ 2N bin /N part . For A-A collisionsρ hAA and H 0 (y t ; n ch ) may vary strongly with centrality whereas centrality variation ofρ sAA andŜ 0 (y t ) may be negligible.
To obtain details of model functions and other aspects of the TCM the measured hadron spectra are normalized by charge-density soft componentρ s . Normalized data spectra then have the form ρ 0 (y t ; n ch ) ρ s ≡ X(y t ; n ch )
=Ŝ 0 (y t ) + x(n s ) ν(n s )Ĥ 0 (y t ; n ch ),
where n s is the soft component of event-class index n ch integrated within some η acceptance ∆η. Because x(n s ) ∼ n ch (for p-p and p-A) the data soft component is defined as the limiting form of X(y t ; n ch ) as n ch → 0. For p-p collisions x(n s ) ≡ρ h /ρ s ≈ αρ s is inferred from data, with α ≈ O(0.01) over a range of p-p collision energies [7] . For p-A collisions x(n s ) ≈ αρ sN N is assumed by analogy with p-p collisions. Other p-Pb TCM and geometry elements are then defined in terms of x(n s ) [6, 16, 19] . For A-A collisions the product x(n s )ν(n s ) may be inferred from yield data as follows: Givenρ 0 data and values of N part /2 for each centrality from a Monte Carlo Glauber, and assuming meanρ sN N is the same for all A-A collisions as for NSD p-p collisions, product x(n s )ν(n s ) can be inferred from the second line of Eq. (4). For unidentified hadrons the normalization factor in Eq. (5) is
In the present study N part from Table I is accepted as a reasonable estimate. The valueρ sN N ≈ 4.55 for 2.76 TeV p-p collisions is obtained from Ref. [7] .
Normalized spectra X(y t ; n ch ) can be compare directly with a model functionŜ 0 (y t ) to extract data hard components in the form Y (y t ; n ch ) ≡ 1 x(n s )ν(n s ) X(y t ; n ch ) −Ŝ 0 (y t ) . (7) Equations (3) - (7) with model parameters as in Tables III  and IV describe PID p-p and p-Pb spectra within data uncertainties as reported in Refs [2, 3, 16] and serve as a reference for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb PID spectrum data as in the present study. For the full A-A collision system x(n s ) is required in Eq. (6), but in Eq. (7) the alternative x(n s ) → x pp = αρ spp may be preferred. Then A-A data in the form of quantity Y (y t ) may be compared directly with the p-pĤ 0 (y t ) model function to evaluate jet modification (as an alternative to spectrum ratio R AA ), as described in Sec. V B in connection with Eq. (18).
B. Spectrum TCM model functions
Given normalized spectrum data as in Eq. (5) and the trend x(n s ) ∼ n s ∼ n ch spectrum soft componentŜ 0 (y t ) is defined as the asymptotic limit of normalized data spectra as n ch → 0. Hard components of data spectra are then defined as complementary to soft components. Thus, data soft and hard components are inferred from data alone, not imposed via assumed model functions.
The data soft component for specific hadron species i, once isolated as an asymptotic limit, is typically well described by a Lévy distribution on m ti = p 2 t + m 2 i . The unit-integral soft-component model iŝ
where m ti is the transverse mass-energy for hadrons i of mass m i , n is the Lévy exponent, T is the slope parameter and coefficient A is determined by the unit-integral condition. Reference parameter values for unidentified hadrons from 5 TeV p-p collisions reported in Ref. [7] are (T, n) ≈ (145 MeV, 8.3). Model parameters (T, n) for each species of identified hadrons as in Table III are determined from p-Pb spectrum data as described below. The unit-integral hard-component model is a Gaussian on y tπ ≡ ln((p t + m tπ )/m π ) (as explained below) with exponential (on y t ) or power-law (on p t ) tail for larger y t
∝ exp(−qy t ) for larger y t -the tail, where the transition from Gaussian to exponential on y t is determined by slope matching [13] . TheĤ 0 tail density varies on p t approximately as power law 1/p q+2 t . Coefficient A is determined by the unit-integral condition. Model parameters (ȳ t , σ yt , q) for identified hadrons as in Table III are also derived from p-Pb spectrum data.
All data spectra are plotted vs pion rapidity y tπ with pion mass assumed. Spectra on p t are transformed to densities on y tπ via Jacobian factor m tπ p t /y tπ where m 2 tπ = p 2 t + m 2 π and y tπ = ln[(m tπ + p t )/m π ]. The motivation is comparison of spectrum hard components apparently arising from a common underlying jet spectrum on p t [13] , in which case y tπ serves simply as a logarithmic measure of hadron p t with well-defined zero. Thê S 0i (m ti ) as defined in Eq. (8) are converted toŜ 0i (y tπ ) via the Jacobian factor m tπ p t /y tπ , and theĤ 0i (y t ) in Eq. (9) are always defined on y tπ as noted. The accuracy of TCM-data comparisons requires precise normalization of all model functionsŜ 0i (m ti ) andĤ 0i (y t ).
C. p-Pb geometry inferred from non-PID data
The analysis of PID p-Pb spectrum data reported in Ref. [16] provides a reference for p-p and Pb-Pb PID spectrum analysis in the present study. The p-Pb geometry parameters from the earlier study are here reviewed. Table II presents geometry parameters for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions inferred from a Glauber-model analysis in Ref. [27] (primed values) and TCM values from the analysis in Ref. [19] (unprimed values). The large differences between Glauber and TCM values are explained in Ref. [19] . Primed quantities based on a Glauber Monte Carlo study result from assumptions inconsistent withp t data [6] . Charge densitiesρ 0 are derived directly from data and correctly characterize the seven centrality classes. Table II , derived from p-Pb p t spectrum andp t data for unidentified hadrons [6, 19] , are assumed to be valid also for each identified-hadron species and were used unchanged to process p-Pb PID spectrum data in Ref. [16] .
TCM (unprimed) geometry parameters in

D. A-B spectrum TCM for identified hadrons
To establish a TCM for A-B PID p t spectra it is assumed that (a) N-N parameters α,ρ sN N andρ hN N have been inferred from unidentified-hadron data and (b) geometry parameters N part , N bin , ν and x are a common property (relating to centrality) of a specific A-B collision system independent of identified-hadron species.
Given the A-B spectrum TCM for unidentified-hadron spectra in Eq. (3) a corresponding TCM for identified hadrons can be generated by assuming that each hadron species i comprises certain fractions of soft and hard TCM components denoted by z si and z hi (both ≤ 1) and assumed independent of y t (but not centrality). The PID spectrum TCM can then be expressed as
where unit-integral model functionsŜ 0i (y t ) andĤ 0i (y t ) may depend on hadron species i. For identified hadrons of species i the normalization factorρ si in the second line follows the form of Eq. (6) but can be re-expressed in terms ofρ s for unidentified hadrons already inferred
defining q i (n s ) as representing the ratio in square brackets. For p-Pb data, ratio z hi /z si for each hadron species i is first adjusted to achieve coincidence of all seven normalized spectra as y t → 0. Parameter z 0i is then adjusted to match rescaled spectra to unit-normalŜ 0i (y t ), also as y t → 0. Those expressions describe p-Pb PID spectra within their data uncertainties as reported in Ref [16] and serve as fixed references for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb and p-p PID spectrum data as reported in the present study. Unit-normal model functionsŜ 0i (y t ) andĤ 0i (y t ) for Pb-Pb and p-p data are retained from the p-Pb analysis in Ref. [16] . As noted in Sec. III BŜ 0i (y t ) is first defined on proper m ti for a given hadron species i and then transformed to y tπ .Ĥ 0i (y t ) is defined on y tπ in all cases.
Normalized data spectra X i (y t ) can be combined with model functionŜ 0i (y t ) per Eq. (10) to extract data spectrum hard components in the form
As defined in Eq. (12) Y i (y t ) for A-A collisions is, in effect, a unit-normal functionĤ 0i,AA (y t ) that is not directly comparable with R AA (y t ) at higher p t . Details are discussed in Sec. VI. As noted in connection with Eq. (7) it is preferable to replace x(n s ) with x pp ≡ αρ spp so that Y i (y t ) can be compared directly with p-p model function H 0i,pp (y t ) as described in relation to Eq. (18).
E. p-Pb TCM PID spectrum parameters
The TCM for p-Pb data does not represent imposition of a priori physical models but does assume approximate linear superposition of p-N collisions within p-Pb collisions consistent with no significant jet modification. That assumption is confirmed by the results of analysis. Table III shows TCM model parameters for hard com-ponentĤ 0 (y t ) (first three) and soft componentŜ 0 (y t ) (last two). Hard-component model parameters vary slowly but significantly with hadron species. Centroids y t shift to larger y t with increasing hadron mass. Widths σ yt are substantially larger for mesons than for baryons. Only K 0 s and Λ data extend to sufficiently high p t to determine exponent q which is substantially larger for baryons than for mesons. The combined centroid, width and exponent trends result in near coincidence among the several species for larger y t . Evolution of TCM hardcomponent parameters with hadron species is consistent with measured PID FFs (refer to Fig. 7 of Ref. [16] ) and with a common underlying parton (jet) spectrum for all TCM hard components. Soft-component model parameter T ≈ 145 MeV for pions is the same as that for unidentified hadrons found to be universal over all A-B collision systems and collision energies [7] . The values for higher-mass hadrons are substantially larger. Lévy exponent n ≈ 8.5 for pions is also consistent with that for unidentified hadrons at 5 TeV and has a log( √ s/10 GeV) energy dependence [7] . Softcomponent exponent n values for more-massive hadrons are not well-defined because the hard-component contribution is much larger than for pions. Varying n then has little impact on the overall spectra. Table IV shows PID parameters z 0 and z h /z s for five hadron species that are determined from p-Pb PID spectrum data as fixed values independent of centrality. The choice to hold z 0 and z h /z s fixed rather than z s and z h separately arises from PID spectrum data structure as follows: Given the TCM expression in Eq. (10) the correct normalization 1/ρ si should result in p-Pb data spectra coincident withŜ 0 (y t ) as y t → 0 for all centralities. That condition is not achieved by fixing z si . Empirically, the required TCM condition is met by holding z hi /z si and z 0i fixed as described in the previous subsection.
The above remarks apply to p-Pb data for which spectrum hard components are observed to make a negligible contribution to spectra at lower p t (e.g. < 0.2 GeV/c) [16] . In contrast, as demonstrated below, hard components for Pb-Pb spectra may extend to substantially lower p t due to jet modification in more-central collisions. The p-Pb values are therefore retained unchanged to provide a reference for Pb-Pb spectrum data.
F. Terminology and data-model comparisons
Application of the TCM to spectrum data requires certain distinctions between data structures and model elements. Equation (2) represents both model functions and the inferred structure of spectrum data based on empirical analysis of spectrum evolution with n ch and collision energy [3, 7] . That process is not based on a priori assumptions about spectrum structure. Implicit in the analysis is the empirical determination that for p-p collisionsρ h ≈ αρ 2 s with percent accuracy [3] . Given spectrum structure suggested by Eq. (2) normalized spectrā ρ 0 (y t )/ρ s should have, in the limitρ s → 0, an asymptotic form represented by symbolŜ 0 (y t ), a data "soft component" that can in turn be described by a model function also represented byŜ 0 (y t ). Subtracting model function S 0 (y t ) from data ratioρ 0 (y t )/ρ s leads to a data "hard component" represented by the expression (ρ h /ρ s )Ĥ 0 (y t ) that can in turn be described by a hard-component model function also represented byĤ 0 (y t ). One could introduce different symbols for data structures and model elements, but proliferation of symbols could also lead to confusion. Efforts are made in the text to maintain a clear distinction between data and models.
IV. 200 GeV Au-Au PID SPECTRUM TCM
As an illustration, the PID TCM described in the previous section is applied to spectra from 200 GeV Au-Au collisions, the basis for the first Au-Au TCM analysis as reported in Ref. [4] . The earlier analysis provided valuable experience and important results but can be substantially improved based on recent results from p-Pb PID spectra as reported in Ref. [16] . The Au-Au analysis was based on the expression [compare with Eq.
In Ref. [4] S N N (y t ) is assumed to be S pp (y t ), a constant times theŜ 0 (y t ) Lévy distribution derived from 200 GeV p-p collisions [3] . Subtracting a fixed S N N (y t ) model from spectrum data in the form of Eq. (13) should then reveal hard-component data in the form νH AA (y t ) that can be compared with a p-p reference in the form H pp (y t ) to generate an alternative to spectrum ratio R AA (p t ).
For p-p collisionsρ s is uniquely determined from charge densityρ 0 = n ch /∆η by the quadratic relationρ 0 = ρ s +ρ h ≈ρ s + αρ 2 s derived from spectrum data as first reported in Ref. [3] . For p-Pb collisionsρ sN N and associated geometry parameters are inferred accurately, relative to charge densityρ 0 , from ensemble meanp t data as described in Ref. [6] . That analysis is based on the assumption that jet formation remains unmodified for any p-Pb collision conditions, which has been verified via p-Pb PID spectrum analysis as reported in Ref. [16] .
For the Au-Au analysis in Ref. [4] the assumption was made that averaged over many N-N collisionsρ sN N remains unchanged with increasing Au-Au centrality. However, PID spectra normalized by N part /2 alone do not coincide in the limit p t → 0, which was interpreted as a spectrum normalization problem noted in App. B of Ref. [4] . The spectra were therefore rescaled by ad hoc factors 1 + a(ν − 1) with different a for pions and protons adjusted to achieve coincidence of spectra for p t → 0.
The PID analysis of p-Pb PID spectra in Ref. [16] revealed that in addition to N part /2 PID spectra must also be rescaled by factorρ sN N i as defined in Eq. (11). The additional factor q i (n s ) is strongly centrality dependent and plays a major role in PID TCM analysis. For the definition ofρ si in Eq. (11) ν (derived from N part and N bin ) is obtained for Au-Au collisions by a power-law approximation defined in Ref. [28] that accurately reproduces results from Monte Carlo Glauber simulations for 200 GeV Au-Au collision geometry. x(ν) as defined by
describes a "sharp transition" in jet-related data features [5] near ν = 3 -from a p-p trend x = αρ spp = 0.006 × 2.5 = 0.015 to x ≈ 0.095 that describes yield data for more-central 200 GeV Au-Au collisions consistent with results reported in Ref. [29] . 2 
A. Pion spectra
For pion spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions PID parameters are z 0 = 0.8 and z h /z s = 0.8. Those parameters included in Eq. (11) cause pionρ sN N i to increase with increasing centrality which worsens the normalization problem for Au-Au pion data, whereas the p-Pb data require increasingρ sN N i . Thus, just as for the Au-Au analysis in Ref. [4] an additional normalization factor 1 + 0.08(ν − 1) is introduced relative to the p-Pb pion TCM to ensure coincident normalized spectra for p t → 0. 12). The unit-normal hardcomponent reference isĤ 0 (y t ) (dashed) with parameters y t = 2.65, σ yt = 0.45 and q = 5.5, also as inferred from 200 GeV p-p unidentified-hadron spectra in Ref. [3] . Significant differences from the 5 TeV p-Pb hard-component parameter values in Table III are expected given the substantial difference between underlying jet spectra at 200
GeV and 5 TeV [7, 13, 25] . In Eq. (12) the preferred reference is the hard component for unmodified jets from p-p collisions, with x(ν) → αρ spp = 0.015 and z h /z s = 0.8 as for the p-Pb analysis. If there were no jet modification Au-Au Y (y t ) should then coincide withĤ 0 (y t ). The horizontal dotted line in this and comparable plots is a reference at 0.3 to check the normalization procedure. If H 0 (y t ) has a narrower width the amplitude at the mode should be slightly above the reference line as in this case for Au-Au pions. For LHC data the converse is true.
As observed in Ref. [4] spectra displayed in the form Y (y t ) exhibit high-p t suppression above 4 GeV/c (y t ≈ 4) similar to conventional spectrum ratio R AA but also exhibit a corresponding large enhancement below 4 GeV/c that is concealed by R AA . The centrality sequence near y t = 5 is generally opposite the sequence at y t = 2 supporting a common origin for balanced suppression and enhancement [13] . The most peripheral data (open circles) match the reference closely above the mode near y t = 2.7, consistent with no jet modification and also with results from 2D angular correlation analysis [5] . Table III . Those numbers agree within uncertainties with 224 MeV and 17 from Ref. [4] . The proton data are relatively insensitive to parameter n because the hard component (jet fragments) dominates the spectra above y t = 2.3 (p t ≈ 0.7 GeV/c). Forρ si as defined in Eq. (11) the geometry parameters and x(ν) remain the same as for pion spectra. z 0 = 0.065 corresponds within uncertainties to 0.07 for p-Pb data, but for proton spectra normalized via Eq. (11) z h /z s → 3.5 rather than 7 as for p-Pb collisions, a major difference. Figure 3 (right) shows proton spectrum hard components in the form Y (y t ) compared to unit-normal TCM hard-component modelĤ 0 (y t ) (dashed). As for pion data the p-p value x → αρ spp = 0.015 is used for Eq. (12), and z h /z s = 7 is in this case consistent with the p-Pb analysis but not with the spectrum normalization noted above. Model parameters forĤ 0 (y t ), adopted from the Au-Au analysis of Ref. [4] , areȳ t = 2.65, σ yt = 0.35 and q = 5.0. The smaller proton width (relative to pion σ yt = 0.45) results in the amplitude at the mode being significantly above the dotted reference line. Just as for pion spectra substantial differences from 5 TeV p-Pb parameters are expected due to the different underlying jet spectra. It is notable that in Ref. [4] the reference for proton H AA (y t ) in Eq. (13) is 0.118Ĥ 0 (y t ). Based on experience with the p-Pb analysis reported in Ref. [16] (z h /z s )x → 7 × 0.015 = 0.105 in Eq. (12) suggests the origin of that empirical value.
B. Proton spectra
Again, the most-peripheral data (open circles) agree with the model within data uncertainties signaling no jet modification and consistent with evolution of jet-related angular correlations [5] . However, the evolution of suppression at higher p t and enhancement at lower p t is notably different for protons as reported in Ref. [4] . Rather than being located well below the hard-component mode as in the case of pions enhancement for protons, centered near y t = 3.4 (p t ≈ 2 GeV/c), lies above the mode. The hard component below the mode is consistent with no jet modification for any Au-Au centrality. The two results suggest the possibility that jet modification for a given species has a lower bound consistent with hadron mass.
C. Hard-component ratios r AA (yt) Figure 4 shows ratios r AA (y t ) for pions and protons from 200 GeV Au-Au collisions. The results are generally quantitatively consistent with Ref. [4] . The main results of the Au-Au TCM analysis are (a) the large pion enhancement below 4 GeV/c (y t ≈ 4) that is concealed by conventional spectrum ratio R AA (p t ), and (b) similar enhancement for protons but above the hard-component mode (explaining the baryon/meson "puzzle"). Jet modification in spectra is negligible for the 60-80% centrality class consistent with jet-related angular correlations [5] .
As noted, close correlation of suppression at higher y t with enhancement at lower y t strongly suggest that there is a common mechanism for both: modification of jet formation in more-central collisions. Thus, jet modification cannot be fully understood without examining jet fragment distributions down to at least 0.5 GeV/c (y t ≈ 2). spectra in Ref. [16] . Pb-Pb spectrum hard components for three hadron species are isolated and compared to hard components for p-Pb and p-p collisions as references.
The spectrum data are first described, then Pb-Pb geometry and TCM model parameters are discussed. 80-90% central 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb data from Ref. [9] are included as a reference, although the p t acceptance is limited.
A. Pb-Pb collision-geometry parameters
To implement the PID spectrum TCM in Sec. III D for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions, models for x(n s ) and ν(n s ) are required. For p-p collisions x(n s ) = αρ s applies and ν ≡ 1. For p-Pb collisions x(n s ) and ν(n s ) are derived fromp t data as reported in Ref. [6] . For A-A collisions there is considerable uncertainty about x(n s ) and ν(n s ) modeling. 3 However, the product x(n s )ν(n s ) can be inferred from the measured centrality trend of midrapidity charge densityρ 0 via Eq. (4) (second line) in the form
Given measured charge densityρ 0 , a Glauber MC estimate of N part and an estimate ofρ sN N from p-p data the product x(n s )ν(n s ) can be derived directly from data. the expectationρ sN SD ≈ 0.81 ln( √ s/10 GeV) ≈ 4.55 for 2.76 TeV p-p [7] . However, the (2/N part )ρ 0 data from Ref. [30] require the value 4.3. The predicted value 4.55 is used for the PID spectrum analysis below. The hatched bands identify sharp transitions in jet characteristics (i.e. onset of jet modification, see below) [5] . TeV Pb-Pb collisions. The nine solid points correspond to the nine centrality classes defined in Ref. [31] . The solid curve ν = 1 + 8(1 − σ/σ 0 ) 1.6 describes the ν centrality trend (consistent with Table I for N part /2 and N bin to 80-90% centrality, albeit with substantially greater uncertainty than for ν. The minimum value for N part /2 is 2.5, but the actual value could be in the range 3-4. The minimum value for N bin is 3.5 but the actual value could be in the range 4-5.5. For this analysis the values 3 and 4 respectively are utilized. PID spectra from two event classes (mid-central class 4 and peripheral class 7) of 5 TeV p-Pb collisions as reported in Ref. [16] and presented in Table II (unprimed values) are incorporated in this analysis as references. For class 4 x = 0.16, ν = 1.26, ρ sN N = 14.1 and N part /2 = 1.35. For class 7 x = 0.048, ν ≡ 1, ρ sN N = 4.2 and N part /2 ≡ 1. Note that ρ sN N = 4.2 is significantly below the NSD p-p value 5.0 [7] suggesting that jet production is significantly suppressed for that event class.
B. Pb-Pb PID spectrum plotting formats
In the figures below, 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb and p-p PID p t spectra introduced in Sec. II are replotted in panels (a) multiplied by 2π (to be consistent with η densities from other TCM analyses) and transformed to pion transverse rapidity y tπ . The Pb-Pb data are plotted as solid curves and the p-p data are plotted as open circles.
As a reference 5 TeV p-Pb PID spectra for multiplicity classes 4 (mid-central) and 7 (peripheral), as analyzed in Ref. [16] , are plotted as bold dashed (or dash-dotted) curves. The advantage of spectrum plots on transverse rapidity should be evident: At lower y t spectra transformed to y t are nearly constant, permitting precise differential normalization comparisons. At higher y t spectra are well approximated by a linear trend corresponding to a power-law dependence on p t as presented in a log-log format which also allows precise differential comparisons. Panels (b) show normalized Pb-Pb spectra in the form X i (y t ) defined by Eq. (10) (thin solid) compared to TCM soft componentsŜ 0i (y t ) (bold dotted). In that format relative spectrum normalizations can be examined at the percent level. Also plotted are normalized p-p spectra (open circles) and normalized 5 TeV p-Pb spectra for centrality classes 4 and 7 (bold dashed or dash-dotted).
Panels (c) show Pb-Pb spectrum hard components in the form Y i (y t ) defined by Eq. (12) (thin solid) compared to TCM hard componentsĤ 0i (y t ) (bold dotted). Also plotted are hard components from p-p spectra (open circles) and 5 TeV p-Pb spectra for centrality class 4 (bold dashed or dash-dotted). Hard components for mostperipheral p-Pb centrality class 7 are biased by the low n ch condition just as observed for p-p in Ref. [3] .
can be related to conventional spectrum ratios R AAi (p t ) defined by Eq. (1) and appearing in Fig. 1 (right panels). Whereas conventional R AAi (p t ) for lower p t approaches a reference trend increasingly insensitive to jet structure below p t ≈ 4 GeV/c (solid reference curves in Fig. 1 ) ratio r AAi (y t ) is sensitive to jet structure to well below 0.5 GeV/c (y t ≈ 2), thereby including the mode of the hard component (representing all jet fragments) near y t ≈ 2.7 (p t ≈ 1 GeV/c).
Hard-component ratio r AAi (y t ) can be related to full spectrum ratio R AAi (y t ) as follows. The latter ratio approaches the following limits at low and high y t
per Eq. (10). Both limits implicitly include the ratio q iAA (ν)/q ipp through ratiosρ xN N i,AA /ρ xppi per Eq. (11) . In contrast, the expression for r AAi (y t ) over all y t is
per Eq. (12), where for both ratios primed quantities are (possibly biased) model estimates and unprimed quantities are physical data values. The ratioρ hN N,AA /ρ hpp ≈ x AA /x pp is typically 1 for more-central A-A collisions.
In both expressionsĤ 0i,AA (y t ) is a unit-normal representation of the A-A data hard component including whatever jet modification occurs in the A-A collision system. In ratio r AAi (y t ),Ĥ 0i,pp (y t ) is a unit-normal TCM model function: a Gaussian + exponential tail as described in Sec. III B. However, in ratio R AAi (y t )Ĥ 0i,pp (y t ) represents a physically measurable p-p data feature that may be subject to new physics or experimental bias. That difference can be assessed by replacing A-A spectra in r AAi (y t ) by a measured p-p spectrum to form r ppi (y t ) [e.g. the open circles in panels (d) below]. Finally, a "ratio of ratios" may be defined as
that can be compared with R AAi (y t ) at higher y t but remains a strictly hard-component ratio down to low y t . To make a direct, quantitative comparison of that ratio with spectrum ratio R AAi (y t ) as defined in Eq. (1) requires further processing: (a) Factors q i (n s ) defined in Eq. (11) must be added to numerator (Pb-Pb) and denominator (p-p). (b) The extra factor 1.15 or 1.25 introduced to p-p spectra (to be consistent with Pb-Pb data, see Sec. V D) must be removed from the denominator. That combination is referred to below as "modified" r AA (y t ).
For the ideal or reference case that A-A collisions can be described as linear superpositions of N-N ≈ p-p collisions the relation in Eq. (17) can be modified to obtain
where the model functions are unmodified, as observed in p-p and p-Pb collisions,T 0i (y t ) ≡Ĥ 0i (y t )/Ŝ 0i (y t ) and
x N N ≡ρ hN N /ρ sN N ≈ x pp , with (z hi /z si )x(n s )T 0 (y t ) 1 for low y t and (z hi /z si )x(n s )T 0 (y t ) 1 for high y t [7] . The ratio of q i factors arises from Eq. (11) . Equation (20) generates the thin solid TCM reference curves in Fig. 1 (right) and comparable panels in Sec. VI. for correct normalization of modelĤ 0 (y t ); the maxima vary slightly relative to the reference depending on peak widths. Both the p-p and p-Pb hard components lie significantly above TCM referenceĤ 0 (y t ) (dotted). Since TCM PID parameters z hi /z si and z 0i are determined by p-Pb spectra in a p t interval below 0.5 GeV/c (y t = 2) there is no possibility to adjust the TCM to accommodate data hard components. In contrast, data for all Pb-Pb centralities fall well below the model except for the excess below y t = 3 (1.4 GeV/c) that is closely correlated with the rest of the hard-component evolution with centrality. Figure 7 (d) shows hard-component ratios r AAi (y t ). The percent-level correspondence between p-Pb midcentral (class 4) (dashed) and p-p data (open circles) is notable. The 40% average excess relative to the TCM for both collision systems is also apparent. The hardcomponent data trend should fall below the usualĤ 0 (y t ) model at higher p t (e.g. above 10 GeV/c) because the underlying jet spectrum decreases more rapidly than a power-law approximation at the higher jet energies [25] . The solid curve through p-p points is a tanh model representing that effect used below for efficiency corrections.
Concerning Pb-Pb data, in contrast to conventional ratio R AA (y t ) TCM ratio r AA (y t ) reveals a dramatic in-crease in jet-related fragments at lower y t coordinated with suppression at higher y t . The close correspondence suggests that jet modification in Pb-Pb proceeds such that parton energy is retained within a jet but is transported to lower hadron p t within the splitting cascade, as noted in Ref. [13] . In each panel (d) the most-central data manifest the greatest suppression above y t = 4. The 80-90% data for pions (solid points) suggest no jet modification for that centrality interval but are not definitive. Fig. 7 (d) reveals a 40% excess for p-p collisions compared to the TCM reference the p-p charged-kaon excess in panel (d) is about 30%. K 0 S (dash-dotted) and charged-kaon (dashed) p-Pb data are consistent with the TCM over the entire y t acceptance. Only the K 0 S data (dash-dotted) are shown in panels (b) and (c) for clarity. Figure 9 shows results for protons from Pb-Pb (solid) and p-p (open circles) collisions. Also shown are p-Pb results for protons (dashed) and Lambdas (dash-dotted) from centrality classes 4 (mid-central) and 7 (peripheral). Significant anomalies appear for charged-proton spectrum hard components compared to meson and neutral Lambda spectra, as first encountered in Ref. [16] .
In panel (b) the p-p proton spectrum (open) is consistent with p-Pb class 7 (most peripheral, lower dashed) but not with Lambdas from the same p-Pb events (lower dash-dotted). The same difference appears for class 4 (mid-central, upper dashed and dash-dotted) In panel (c) the Lambda data for p-Pb class 4 (dashdotted) accurately follow TCM modelĤ 0 (y t ) (dotted) as reported in Ref. [16] . TCM ratios r AA (y t ) for pions and kaons from p-p and p-Pb collisions are approximately uniform on y t (except for falloff at higher y t following the underlying jet spectrum). There is no significant evidence for jet modification in p-Pb ("jet quenching" in A-A collisions) beyond few-percent peak shifts. (c) In contrast, ratios r AA (y t ) for more-central Pb-Pb collisions vary dramatically with y t . The trend with increasing centrality for given hadron species is transport from higher to lower y t . Further comments on Pb-Pb proton trends appear in Sec. VI C after efficiency corrections are applied to proton spectra.
D. 2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb TCM parameters
The PID spectrum TCM as expressed in Eqs. (10) and (11) requires accurate parameter values for each collision system and hadron species. Previous results are presented in Tables III and IV from analysis of 5 TeV p-Pb PID spectrum data in Ref. [16] and Glauber geometry parameters in Table II from analysis of 5 TeV p-Pb mean-p t data in Ref. [6] . Geometry for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb spectra is based on N part and N bin estimates from Table I as reported in Ref. [17] which also determine parameter ν.ρ sN N = 4.55 for 2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb is based on ρ sN N ≈ 0.81 ln( √ s/10 GeV) reported in Ref. [7] . p-p spectra are treated as special cases of Pb-Pb spectra with N part /2 = N bin = 1. Collision geometry parameters are discussed in more detail in Sec. V A. Parameters for TCM model functionsŜ 0i (y t ) and H 0i (y t ) and PID parameters are reported below for each hadron species. Generally, TCM parameters are required to be precisely consistent across A-B systems and collision energies. TCM parameters are not adjusted to accommodate specific spectrum data.
Pions: Soft-component parameters are as in Table III  except for p-p where T → 140 MeV. Hard-component parameters differ somewhat from the p-Pb values in Table III, withȳ t = 2.45, σ yt = 0.60 and q = 3.9. Only theȳ t change is significant relative to uncertainties in Table III . Parameters z 0 and z h /z s are as in Table IV except z 0 → 0.8 for Pb-Pb. For pionsŜ 0i (y t ) must be modified at lower y t relative to the Lévy distribution in Eq. (8) by a factor gradually increasing from 1 below 0.5 GeV/c (y t ≈ 2) according to a tanh function. The same is true for p-p and p-Pb data. Other hadron species do not require such modification. The same values are used for Pb-Pb and p-p models. The p-p spectrum is multiplied by factor 1.15 relative to standard normalization to agree withŜ 0 (y t ) and p-Pb spectra at low y t .
Kaons: Soft-component parameters are as in Table IV except z h /z s → 2.8 for K 0 S data (within estimated uncertainties). The p-p spectrum is multiplied by factor 1.25 relative to standard normalization to agree withŜ 0 (y t ) and p-Pb spectra at low y t .
Protons, Lambdas: Soft-component model parame-ters are as in Table III . Hard-component parameters are as in Table III . Parameters z 0 and z h /z s are as in Table IV. The p-p spectrum is multiplied by factor 1.25 relative to standard normalization to agree withŜ 0 (y t ) and p-Pb spectra at low y t . The TCM is a tightly-constrained model with few parameters, not an arbitrary many-parameter fit to individual data sets. The TCM is a stable reference against which any data may be compared. Data-model deviations may reflect experimental biases or novel physics relative to the basic assumptions of the TCM. Deviations are not addressed by arbitrary parameter variation, in part as a matter of principle and in part because the few model parameters cannot in practice accommodate some deviations, as in Pb-Pb. The TCM is therefore falsifiable.
VI. COMPARING SPECTRUM RATIOS
Given detailed differential spectrum analysis from the previous section certain A-B comparisons may shed further light on the nature of jet contributions to spectra and jet modifications in more-central A-A collisions. In this section 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb R AA results are compared with TCM r AA data, R CP ratios for p-Pb collisions are derived as a reference, and r AA data for 200 GeV Au-Au collisions are compared with those for Pb-Pb collisions.
A. Comparison between R AA (yt) and r AA (yt)
In this subsection spectrum ratios R AA (y t ) (left panels) and the "ratio of ratios" r AA (y t )/r pp (y t ) (right panels) defined in Eq. (19) are compared directly on transverse rapidity y t . For R AA (y t ) plots the thin solid curves denote limiting case Eq. (20) assuming A-A collisions are linear superpositions of N-N collisions (no jet modification). Major differences between R AA (y t ) and r AA (y t )/r pp (y t ) arise because ratios R AA (y t ) include spectrum soft componentsŜ 0 (y t ) that dominate spectrum structure at lower y t and block access to large jet contributions there. In addition, the definition of R AA (y t ) in Eq. (1) includes implicitly a factor q iAA (ν)/q ipp as noted in Eq. (20) that is not present in r AA (y t ) as defined by Eq. (18). To make direct quantitative comparisons additional factors are required, as explained in text below Eq. (19) . Figure 10 shows comparisons for three hadron species from 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions. Given the structure of Eq. (20) the R AA (y t ) thin reference curves in left panels go to limits [q iAA (ν)/q ipp ] × 1/ν at low y t that have no relationship to jet structure, and to limits q iAA (ν)/q ipp at high y t . Above y t = 4 R AA (y t ) and the modified version of r AA (y t )/r pp (y t ) should be numerically equivalent. For pions and kaons the shape of modified r AA (y t )/r pp (y t ) is fairly close to single ratio r AA (y t ) because r pp (y t ) is, within an O(1) factor, approximately uniform on y t . The large deviations of proton r pp (y t ) from uniformity may reflect instrumental bias or novel physics. However, the modified ratio of ratios appears to cancel part or all of that effect. It is notable that despite apparent proton spectrum distortions the linear-superposition p-Pb TCM in Eq. (20) predicts Pb-Pb R AA (y t ) proton data quantitatively below y t = 2.7 (1 GeV/c). That result is consistent with Au-Au proton data in Fig. 4 (right) [4] . The greatest differences occur below y t = 4 (p t ≈ 3.8 GeV/c) where r AA (y t ) may increase to large values 1. As noted in Ref. [13] the r AA (y t ) pattern of strong suppression at higher y t coupled with strong enhancement at lower y t (for pions and kaons) is consistent with modification of the splitting cascade for jet formation in A-A that transports parton energy to lower hadron p t than for p-p but approximately conserves the parton energy within a jet. The strong low-y t enhancement is effectively concealed by R AA (y t ), presenting major difficulties for theoretical interpretation. Comparing pions, kaons and protons the meson trends are similar, with a zero crossing near y t = 3 (p t ≈ 1.4 GeV/c). In contrast, proton data show a pronounced peak near y t = 3.5 discussed in Sec. VI D, with no dramatic increase at lower y t .
B. Ratio comparisons for p-Pb spectra
It is informative to consider an R AA -type spectrum ratio for p-Pb collisions where a previous spectrum study has established that no significant jet modifications occur [16] . 4 For PID spectra an alternative to the simple R AA formula of Eq. (1) must be derived that is based on the PID spectrum TCM of Eq. (10) (first line). In that expression the quantities z si and z hi are dependent on A-B centrality, as noted in Ref. [16] Sec. VI C and its Eq. (15) . From that expression two factors from Eq. (10) can in turn be defined in terms of non-PID charge densities:ρ
both also consistent with Eq. (11) . In what follows the fixed factors z hi /z si and z 0i cancel in the ratios. Spectrum ratio R AA (y t ) requires p-p spectra to serve as references. In the absence of reliable p-p PID data (to complement the 5 TeV p-Pb PID spectra) a more-general central/peripheral or C/P ratio R CP is usually defined
However, in the context of the present analysis an alternative C/P ratio definition may be more instructivẽ
That form is dictated by the condition that given no jet modification and linear superposition of p-N collisions, i.e.Ŝ 0i (y t ) andĤ 0i (y t ) are universal and unchanging with p-Pb centrality, the following limits should arise:
where x i (n s ) =ρ hN N i /ρ sN N i = (z hi /z si )x(n s ). The added tilde indicates that this definition of R CP includes the extra ratio q iP /q iC to achieve those limits. For A-A collisions with p-p as the reference (ν P = 1), and assuming all N-N collisions within A-A collisions are on average equivalent (x P /x C = 1), the low-y t limit should be 1/ν C . Figure 11 (left) shows p-PbR CP (y t ) (with tilde) data (curves of several line styles) for K 0 S spectrum data from six centrality classes of 5 TeV p-Pb collisions. Also included are TCM equivalents (thin solid curves). The P reference is in all cases the TCM for most-peripheral (n = 7) p-Pb collisions. That n ch class has a smaller charge density (4.2) than 5 TeV NSD p-p collisions (5.0) per Table II . While this TCM version does approach unity at high y t by construction there are significant deviations for the data there, although they are difficult to discern relative to statistical fluctuations at high y t . Figure 11 (right) shows a differential ratio comparison of TCM and data spectrum hard components in a form based on r AA (y t ) as it is defined in Eq. (18):
The square-root factor ensures that the statistical uncertainty of Z i (y t ) is approximately independent of y t . Without it uncertainties would increase strongly for small and large y t as discussed in Sec. IV B of Ref. [7] . Statistical uncertainty is estimated by the hatched band. The data for peripheral event classes 5 and 6 (lowest solid curves) show substantial systematic biases at low y t typical of p-p and peripheral A-B collisions. The mostperipheral (sub-NSD) n = 7 ratio data are not shown.
In that data format systematic deviations from zero are apparent near y t = 3.8 and are consistent with displacements of the spectrum hard component. Small centroid shifts were noted for protons and Lambdas in Sec. VI B, Fig. 6 and Sec. VIII, Fig. 9 of Ref. [16] according tō y tn =ȳ t0 − δy t (n − 4). For protons δy t ≈ +0.03 and for Lambdas δy t ≈ +0.015, i.e. shifts to higher y t with increasing n ch . No shift was reported there for pions and kaons. However, in Fig. 11 (right) ratio Z(y t ) is more sensitive and significant shifts for kaons are observed, with y t0 ≈ 2.66 and δy t ≈ −0.01, i.e. shifts to lower y t . Figure 12 (left) shows R CP (y t ) (no tilde). The TCM hard component is shifted with centrality as described above. Ratio R CP (y t ) defined via Eq. (23) includes ratio q i (n s )/q iP that causes overall y t -independent vertical shifts with changing centrality, the same trend as for R AA (y t ) in Fig. 10 (left panels) . This result demonstrates that conventional R AA (y t ) would indicate "jet quenching" at high y t even in the absence of jet modification. Figure 12 (right) repeats Fig. 11 (right) but with the modelĤ 0 (y t ) centroid shifted with n ch as described above. The data description above y t = 3 is now consistent with statistical uncertainties for all centralities.
The main conclusions are: (a) The TCM-based ratio measure in the right panels provides precise jet information across the large interval p t ∈ [0.25, 7] GeV/c. (b) In contrast, the conventional R CP (y t ) spectrum ratio in the left panels provides significant jet-related information only above y t = 4 (p t ≈ 3.8 GeV/c). Jet information below that point is concealed by the presence of the soft components in the spectrum ratio. (c) The conventional spectrum ratios R AA (p t ) Eq. (1) or R CP (p t ) Eq. (23) include a centrality-dependent factor that further confuses the issue of jet modification at higher p t . (d) The highly differential presentation in the right panels does indicate detectable jet modification in p-Pb collisions. For K 0 S the data are consistent with slight softening of the spectrum hard component whereas for protons and Lambdas the data are consistent with hardening (shifts to higher y t ).
In any case such "modifications" (shifts on y t ) are quite small and appear inconsistent with changes in jet formation per se (i.e. altered FFs) since the hard-component shapes do not change significantly. (e) The excellent agreement between p-Pb data and TCM below y t = 3.5 down to zero momentum confirms no detectable evidence for radial flow in p-Pb collisions.
C. Correcting Pb-Pb and p-p proton inefficiencies
The previous subsection establishes that an R CP model based on the TCM provides an accurate description of p-Pb PID spectrum ratios. Figure 10 (c) in turn demonstrates that Pb-Pb proton R AA data agree closely with a TCM prediction below y t = 2.5 (p t ≈ 0.85 GeV/c), suggesting that jet modification plays no role there. Thus, whatever the anomalous behavior of Pb-Pb and p-p proton spectra separately, in ratio they may follow an informative trend. This result suggests that p-p proton data may be used to determine an efficiency curve applied to correct Pb-Pb proton data. The efficiency is determined by forming the ratio of the p-p proton spectrum (i.e. open circles in Fig. 9 ) to the TCM referencē (27) where for 2.76 TeV p-p protons q ipp = 1.05/1.35 = 0.78, z 0i = 0.07,ρ spp = 4.55, z hi /z si = 7 and x pp = 0.05. Model functions are determined by p-Pb parameters in Table III . That model describes Lambda data within their uncertainties. The fall-off of p-p pion and kaon data at high y t as in Figs. 7 (d) and 8 (d) (reflecting the underlying jet spectrum) is simply modeled with a tanh function [appearing in Fig. 7 (d) ] and included as an additional factor in Eq. (27) . The resulting efficiency trend is shown as data points in Fig. 17 (right) . A tanh function representing that data trend (curve in the same panel) is used for efficiency corrections in what follows. Fig. 9 (c) but with p-p and Pb-Pb data corrected for inefficiencies (see text). Right: Proton hard-component ratios rAA(yt) as in Fig. 9 (d) but also corrected for inefficiencies. Figure 13 (right) shows panel (d) of Fig. 9 updated with the efficiency correction. The p-p points lie near unity except for the expected (via jet spectrum) fall-off at high y t . The Pb-Pb data are interpreted in the next subsection. It should be noted that this panel is exactly compatible with Fig. 10 (f) per Eq. (19) and modifications to r AA (y t ) in text below it.
D. Comparison between two collision energies
In this subsection spectrum ratios for pions (left panels) and protons (right panels) are compared for 200 GeV Au-Au collisions and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions. To aid comparison the plot formats are consistent for all panels. Figure 14 shows spectrum ratio r AA (y t ) for pions (left) and protons (right) and for 200 GeV Au-Au data (upper) and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb data (lower). The general features are similar for 200 GeV Au-Au and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb. The 60-80% centrality class for Au-Au collisions is statistically consistent with unity independent of y t indicating no jet modification whereas more-central classes are consistent with strong jet modification. The Au-Au r AA (y t ) data are thus consistent with an observed sharp transition in jet-related angular correlations near 50% fractional cross section (ν ≈ 3, 40-60% centrality class) as reported in Ref. [5] and shown in Fig. 5 . The lower panels show 2.76 TeV pion and proton data from p-p and Pb-Pb collisions. The proton spectra have been corrected for apparent detection inefficiency as described in the previous subsection based on comparing p-p data to a TCM prediction. The p-p proton data then lie along unity in panel (d) except for the expected falloff at higher y t . The p-Pb proton (dashed) and Lambda (dash-dotted) trends are as described in Ref. [16] .
The Pb-Pb 80-90% (solid points) and 60-80% proton data (lowest solid curve) near y t = 3.5 are statistically equivalent and clearly separated from five more-central event classes. That result is not inconsistent with a Pb-Pb sharp transition positioned as indicated in Fig. 5 . The seemingly larger variation with centrality of proton data at high y t in Fig. 10 (f) compared to Fig. 14 (d) is a result of the centrality-dependent q iAA /q ipp factor in modified r AA (y t ) and in R AAi (y t ) as shown in Eq. (20) .
As noted in Sec. II C Ref. [1] interprets R AA (p t ) data to indicate that for p t > 10 GeV/c (y t > 5) three hadron species follow statistically similar trends, suggesting that while "jet quenching" represents in some sense parton energy loss to a dense medium the hadrochemistry ("species composition") of the jet "core" is not significantly influenced by the medium. That conclusion is based on R AA (p t ) data as presented in Fig. 1 (right panels) . The hard-component trends in Fig. 14 (c) and (d) strongly contradict that claim. There are actually dramatic differences between pion and proton hard components, with kaons exhibiting intermediate behavior. The misinterpretation arises because as noted R AA (p t ) (a) conceals most of the jet fragment distribution, (b) includes the hidden ratio q iAA (ν)/q ipp that is strongly centrality dependent and exaggerates the centrality variation of proton R AA compared to pion R AA , and (c) when plotted on linear p t further suppresses essential structure near 1 GeV/c.
VII. COMPARING PARTICLE FRACTIONS
The strategy for constructing PID spectra described in Ref. [1] consists in first measuring particle fractions f id (p t , η) via several mechanisms (e.g. Cerenkov radiation, time of flight, dE/dx relativistic rise) and then combining those with previously measured non-PID hadron spectra from Ref. [31] . The procedure is represented by Eq. (5) from Ref. [1] 
where J id (y, η) is a Jacobian from η to y, ch / id ≈ 0.95 is an efficiency correction, f id (p t , η) are the particle fractions resulting from PID dE/dx measurements, and the quantity on the left represents PID spectra in Fig. 1 . In contrast, the PID spectrum TCM defined by Eq. (10) is based on the assumption that separate fractions z si and z hi of TCM soft and hard components for each hadron species i are independent of y t . That assumption was confirmed via analysis of p-Pb PID spectra as reported in Ref. [16] . The same assumption is applied to Pb-Pb PID spectra in the present study, and the method results in a precise and informative TCM Pb-Pb data reference.
It is interesting to compare the two procedures directly by (a) reconstructing the particle fractions f id (p t ) from published non-PID and PID spectra from Refs. [1] and [31] and (b) generating the equivalent distributions from the PID TCM derived from p-Pb data in Ref. [16] . To obtain item (a) each of three PID spectra must be converted to the point-by-point non-PID p t coverage as a common point set by interpolation and extrapolation, accurate to within data statistical uncertainties. Item (b) is easily achieved given the functional form of the PID TCM. Figure 15 (left) shows f id (p t ) [actually the quantity in square brackets appearing in Eq. (28)] for three hadron species from 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions reconstructed from the PID spectra shown in Fig. 1 (left panels) in ratio to non-PID spectra reported in Ref. [31] . The sums of three hadron species are also included (uppermost curves). Those results are nominally equivalent to the contents of Fig. 9 of Ref. [1] . However, they cover the entire p t acceptance of the spectrum data whereas Fig. 9 of Ref. [1] shows only the data above p t = 3 GeV/c (see vertical dotted lines in Fig. 15 ). Also, a semilog plot format is used in Fig. 15 to provide better access to the lower-p t data. It is interesting that the sums at left deviate substantially from unity since the f id (p t ) data nominally result from model fits to dE/dx curves "normalized to have unit integrals" according to Fig. 5 of Ref. [1] . Note the strong suppression of Pb-Pb protons above p t = 3 GeV/c relative to the most-central p-Pb result (bold dotted curve) that relates to Fig. 9 (d) . and non-PID [31] pt spectra according to Eq. (28) . Only the parts to the right of the vertical dotted line appear in Fig. 9 of Ref. [1] . The sums of three distributions are shown at the top. Right: Results of the same procedure applied to PID and non-PID TCM spectrum models for spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions as reported in Ref. [16] with parameters appearing in Sec. III E of this article. TCM curves for the most-central collisions in the right panel appear as bold dotted curves in the left panel. Figure 15 (right) shows comparable curves derived from the p-Pb PID spectrum TCM described in Sec. III D. As noted, those curves correspond to an assumption of hadron fractions z si and z hi independent of y t along with TCM model functions describing individ-ual p-Pb hadron species accurately, and closely related to non-PID spectrum data and data from p-p collisions. The curves for three hadron species sum to unity by construction (upper solid line). Curves in the right panel for the most-central p-Pb collisions are repeated in the left panel as bold dotted curves for direct comparison. Note that near 3 GeV/c in either panel the most-central curves are the lowest for pions and kaons and the highest for protons. The most-central p-Pb data should be compared with more-peripheral Pb-Pb data.
Comparison of the two panels of Fig. 15 ) is interesting both for what corresponds and what does not. The general forms of the trends for three hadron species are similar as are their centrality dependences. However, there are major quantitative differences. As noted, the sums in the left panel deviate substantially from unity. The excess at low p t arises from the pion fraction whereas near 1 GeV/c it also arises from the kaon fraction. The net deficiency at high p t results from strong suppression of protons (relative to the p-Pb dotted curve) partly offset by continuing pion excesses (relative to the p-Pb dotted curves). Near 3 GeV/c in the left panel protons increase strongly with Pb-Pb centrality at the expense of pions, whereas that trend is much less strong for p-Pb collisions in the right panel.
Based on a comparison of Tables I and II the mostcentral p-Pb results should be roughly comparable to the most peripheral Pb-Pb results. However, some trends in Fig. 15 do not agree with that expectation. Especially for protons the fraction for peripheral Pb-Pb collisions is strongly suppressed compared to any centrality of p-Pb collisions. Examination of Fig. 5 of Ref. [1] suggests that the suppression does not arise from misfitting the dE/dx data; for all centralities the proton-kaon peak at high p t (8-9 GeV/c, lower panels) is substantially lower than the pion peak for all centralities. Particle fractions derived from the TCM can be further separated into soft and hard components to provide additional information. Figure 16 (left) shows particle-fraction soft components from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions. The soft components are dominated by pions; protons comprise only a tiny fraction. All soft-component fractions decrease with increasing p-Pb centrality. The maxima on p t for kaons and protons arise from the dependence of p t spectrum soft-component shapes on hadron mass. Figure 16 (right) shows particle-fraction hard components from p-Pb collisions increasing strongly with p t above 0.3 GeV/c consistent with spectrum hardcomponent p t dependence. It is clear that jet fragments dominate spectra (> 50%) above 1 GeV/c in morecentral p-Pb collisions. Hard-component fractions for pions and protons are greatest for central p-Pb collisions whereas the kaon trend reverses near 3 GeV/c. In contrast to soft components the proton hard component is comparable in magnitude to the pion and kaon fractions. These results also make clear that jet formation dominates proton production in high-energy nuclear collisions.
It should be noted that while a PID spectrum TCM (as for p-Pb collisions) makes possible the detailed comparisons in this section, the particle-fraction procedure described in Ref. [1] is required to process the primary dE/dx data obtained from particle detectors. Figure 17 (left) shows Fig. 15 (left) updated with the proton efficiency correction described in Sec. VI C. The pion fractions have been multiplied by factor 0.9 and the proton fractions by 0.8. Peripheral Pb-Pb proton fractions now correspond with central p-Pb proton fractions as expected. The general result confirms that proton production in A-A collisions increases dramatically with centrality and is almost completely due to jet production. Figure 17 (right) shows an efficiency curve for proton detection within 2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb collisions derived from 2.76 TeV p-p data. The efficiency is inferred from the ratio of p-p proton spectrum data from Ref. [1] to the corresponding p-p proton TCM represented by Eq. (27) . The TCM trend is modified to include the systematic falloff of p-p hard components at high y t attributed to the underlying jet spectrum deviating from a simple power law [25] . The curve in the right panel is a simple tanh model that is actually used to correct the proton spectra for Pb-Pb and p-p collisions.
VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Uncertainties for Pb-Pb collision-geometry determination, TCM spectrum model functions and accuracy of spectrum models for PID data are discussed in the context of previous analysis of p-p p t spectra [2, 3, 7] and PID p-Pb spectra [6, 16, 19, 20] . In particular, the 5 TeV p-Pb PID spectrum TCM reported in Ref. [16] provides the basis for the present analysis. Uncertainties include those for primary spectrum data, for spectrum models and for physical interpretations of model results. Uncertainties in interpretation are discussed in Sec. VIII D
A. 5 TeV p-Pb PID spectrum uncertainties
Uncertainties in p-Pb geometry are discussed in Sec. VIII B along with Pb-Pb geometry. Uncertainties in PID TCM model functions are provided in Table III . Uncertainties in PID parameters are provided in Table IV . Details of uncertainty estimates are reported in Ref. [16] .
It can be questioned whether the pion excess and proton suppression reported in Ref. [16] are significant (i.e. exceed systematic uncertainties). That question relates to the structure of Eqs. (10), (11) and (12) . To extract data hard components accurately X i (y t ) must result from proper normalization of spectraρ 0i (y t ) so as to match model functionŜ 0i at low y t . As described in the text the normalization factor is defined by Eq. (11) and proper matching of data toŜ 0i defines parameters z hi /z si and z 0i . There is then no freedom to adjust those parameters further. z hi /z si in turn determines the scaling of Y i (y t ) that is compared directly with model functionĤ 0i (y t ) to obtain hard-component ratios r AAi (y t ) as in Eq. (18) .
It is notable that the described TCM procedure applied to neutral hadrons -K 0 S and Λ -leads to an exact match between data and TCM within data uncertainties. The TCM parameters for K 0 S vs K ± and protons vs Λs are equivalent within uncertainties. Those implicit A-B comparisons suggest that the pion excess and proton suppression are real effects. Whether they are due to novel physics or instrumental bias is an open question. Further confirmation is provided by 2.76 TeV p-p PID spectra that, for pions and charged kaons, match the p-Pb results. The proton spectra from p-p and Pb-Pb collisions appear to be problematic as discussed further below.
B. p-Pb and Pb-Pb collision geometry
A-B collision geometry in relation to observed charge densityρ 0 as a control parameter depends on competition between increased N-N multiplicity and increased A-B centrality. For p-p collisions there is only one participant pair (centrality is not an issue) andρ 0 controls dijet production viaρ h ≈ αρ 2 s withρ 0 =ρ s +ρ h [2, 3, 7] . For p-Pb collisions the competition between increasing p-N multiplicity and p-A centrality can be monitored by dijet production in p-N collisions, for instance as manifested byp t systematics assuming no jet modification [6, 19] (assumption verified by subsequent spectrum analysis [16] ).
Those considerations argue against assuming that physics conditions in different A-B collision systems with the same n ch may be similar. For a charge multiplicity equivalent toρ sN N ≈ 30 the ratio x(n s ) of hard (jet) to soft charge densities is 0.36, 0.18 and 0.07 respectively for p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions. The smallest collision system contains the largest relative jet contribution, and that ordering is reflected in the systematics of ensemblē p t data [6] following a similar trend for p t spectra from whichp t data are derived [16] . However, the same data features interpreted within a flow context lead to very different conclusions: In Ref. [18] it is concluded (from BW fits to p-Pb spectrum data) that results are "consistent with the presence of radial flow in p-Pb collisions." It is further noted that "a larger [inferred] radial velocity in p-Pb [vs Pb-Pb] collisions has been suggested as a consequence of stronger radial gradients."
For Pb-Pb collisions the assumption of no jet modification is not valid and jet modification is an object of study. However, an alternative assumption is suggested by the fact that for central p-Pb collisions N bin ≈ 7 [19] whereas for central Pb-Pb collisions N bin ≈ 1700 (Table I ). The p-Pb centrality trend in Table II suggests that initially, as the n ch condition is increased, the required increase is much more likely provided by isolated peripheral p-N interactions (N part = 2). Only for greater n ch is p-A centrality driven to increase (N part > 2). In contrast, increasing n ch for Pb-Pb collisions may be immediately more likely satisfied by an increasing number of N-N binary collisions via Pb-Pb centrality increase, and N-N multiplicity may then not increase significantly.
The procedure for Pb-Pb analysis in the present study is based on assuming a fixed value forρ sN N and accepting N part from Table I as a reliable estimate. The valuē ρ sN N ≈ 4.55 as for 2.76 TeV p-p collisions is obtained from Ref. [7] . N part /2 has asymptotic limits 1 and A for A-A collisions. Changes with collision energy (due to change of inelastic cross section σ N N ) are greatest for peripheral Pb-Pb collisions but smaller for more-central collisions. Thus, N part /2 from a Glauber Monte Carlo (Table I) should be fairly reliable for most centralities.
Glauber estimates for N bin can be questioned based on a comparison of TCM vs Glauber p-Pb centrality trends reported in Ref. [19] . As described in Sec. V A a strategy is adopted to extract the product x(ν) ν (all that is required for the spectrum TCM) from measured charge densities combined with N part /2 from Table I . Possible large uncertainties from Glauber estimates are then confined to the separate factors but not the product. The result is shown in Fig. 6 (left) . There is an overall scale uncertainty of 5% because that plot was generated with ρ sN N = 4.3, not 4.55 as expected from p-p collisions [7] .
C. 2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb PID uncertainties
There are several distinct elements to the uncertainties for the Pb-Pb PID spectrum TCM and resulting inferred PID data hard components. Because this analysis is highly differential it is sensitive to three aspects: (a) biases or distortions in the primary PID and non-PID particle data, (b) uncertainties in the TCM model and (c) uncertainties in physical interpretations (Sec. VIII D).
(a) Distortions or biases in primary PID particle data: Examples appear in Fig. 8 for 80-90% central Pb-Pb kaon data (solid points), in Fig. 9 for p-p proton data (open circles) and in the same figure for Pb-Pb proton data (thin curves of several line styles). Distortions in Pb-Pb proton data are also suggested by comparison of particle fractions in left and right panels of Fig. 15 (see below) .
(b) Uncertainties in PID spectrum TCM: The TCM arising from the 5 TeV p-Pb study reported in Ref. [16] is adopted as a reference essentially unchanged for the 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb PID spectrum TCM. Uncertainties are therefore essentially as described in that article. The main difference between p-Pb TCM and data is enhancement of the p-Pb data pion hard component (40% increase) and suppression of the data proton hard component (40% decrease) relative to the TCM. It is notable that the 2.76 TeV p-p pion data in Fig. 7 (d) follow the same trend as the 5 TeV p-Pb data. The same is true for kaon data in Fig. 8 . The 2.76 TeV p-p proton data in Fig. 9 (d) are consistent with p-Pb data at lower p t (e.g. ≈ 1 GeV/c) but fall much below the p-Pb trend at higher p t .
The difference between p-Pb and Pb-Pb proton trends is consistent with the particle fraction data in Fig. 15 (left). Comparing peripheral Pb-Pb fraction data for protons (lowest proton curves) with highest-n ch curves for p-Pb (bold dotted curve) the Pb-Pb trend falls to 25% of the p-Pb curve above 2 GeV/c (y t ≈ 3.4), consistent with the peripheral Pb-Pb vs p-Pb curves in Fig. 9 (d) .
In contrast, the fraction data for pions (highest pion curves) lie substantially above the p-Pb trend (bold dotted curve) consistent with Fig. 7 (d) above 1 GeV/c (hard component). However, the pion fraction curve below 0.5 GeV/c (not shown in Fig. 9 of Ref. [1] ) is not self-consistent, exceeding unity by a substantial amount. p-Pb TCM fraction trends (right panel) correspond to the ideal case of an ideal spectrum TCM wherein there is no pion excess, proton suppression or jet modification.
D. Conventional plot formats and analysis methods
As noted in the previous subsection, uncertainty estimation should extend beyond uncertainty estimates for primary particle data. Uncertainties arising from plotting formats, uncertainties in applied data models and uncertainties in physical interpretations are also relevant.
The choice of plot format and plotted variables can strongly influence the accessibility of the physical information carried by particle data (what research funding pays for). For example, plotting spectrum data in a semilog format on linear p t as in Fig. 1 exaggerates the high-p t interval above 5 GeV/c while the interval below 3 GeV/c, where almost all jet fragments reside, is compressed and thereby visually obscured. In contrast, plots on transverse rapidity y t as in Sec. V C reveal essential details about jet structure below 3 GeV/c (y t ≈ 3.8) that are inaccessible via conventional plotting formats.
By convention, comparisons between theoretical models and spectrum data are presented as theory/data ratios, again on linear p t . That format choice greatly suppresses theory-data differences at lower p t since the ratio of statistical-error values to spectrum values falls by orders of magnitude with decreasing p t . Thus, theory-data differences at lower p t may be tens of statistical error bars (thus falsifying the theory) but nevertheless remain invisible in the conventional ratio plotting format [7] . The BW spectrum model assumes a radially-expanding dense medium as the dominant hadron source for p t < 3 GeV/c [11, 32] . One consequence should be a boosted hadron spectrum reflecting a broad boost distribution (Hubble expansion) and manifesting as spectrum suppression at lower p t to complement enhancement at higher p t (spectrum "flattening" or "hardening") as illustrated by Fig. 3 of Ref. [32] . The BW spectrum model is applied to restricted p t intervals typically determined by p t acceptance cutoff as a lower limit and relying on fit quality to determine an arbitrary upper limit [18] .
However, even if spectra seemed to evolve according to a flow scenario (e.g. spectrum "hardening" increasing with n ch ) there is no guarantee that hydro expansion is the mechanism. Simple application of a hydro-based spectrum model cannot "prove" the existence of flow. p t intervals for model-data comparison are determined so as to accommodate the model, which is then not falsifiable. And alternative hadron production mechanisms, most notably MB dijet production but also including simple longitudinal projectile dissociation, have not been ruled out. Thus, whether uncertainties are quoted for BW model fit parameters or not the relevance of those parameters to nuclear collisions is highly questionable.
Spectrum ratio R AA (p t ) is conventionally used to assess the extent of jet modification ("quenching") in nuclear collisions, specifically by the degree of suppression relative to unity at higher p t (e.g. above 4 GeV/c). However, R AA (p t ) fails dramatically as a diagnostic for jet formation below 4 GeV/c, the interval within which almost all jet fragments appear as illustrated in Sec. VI.
Whether systematic uncertainties have been assessed within its region of validity or not, the overall uncertainty of R AA (p t ) results is overwhelming because a misleading picture of jet formation and modification is presented. Theoretical models of jet modification that address only R AA (p t ) data above 4 GeV/c and do not acknowledge the large enhancements at lower p t revealed by hardcomponent ratio r AA (y t ) should be summarily rejected.
The combination of BW fits to selected lower p t intervals and spectrum ratio R AA (p t ) in effect conspire to misrepresent the great majority of jet fragments as a flow manifestation. R AA (p t ) transitions from a jet-dominated measure above 4 GeV/c (y t > 4) to a trend dominated by the nonjet spectrum soft component below that point: contrast left and right panels of Fig. 10 . Propagation of particle-data uncertainties to R AA (p t ) uncertainties via standard statistical methods must greatly underestimate the true uncertainty relative to jet-related information carried by particle data. With jet contributions at lower p t effectively concealed by R AA (p t ) BW model fits to spectra in lower-p t intervals dominated by jet contributions may be misinterpreted as measuring radial flow.
IX. DISCUSSION
This section considers three questions that emerge from a TCM analysis of 2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb PID spectrum data in the context of previous TCM analysis: (a) Based on extensive measurements of jet properties and TCM analysis of spectrum and correlation data how are MB jet fragments actually distributed on p t or y t ? (b) Based on current experience with TCM analysis of PID hadron spectra what is "jet quenching?" (c) Based on comparison of hydro theory with TCM analysis of PID spectra can radial flow be inferred from p t spectra?
A. Where do jet fragments reside in pt spectra?
Interpretation of Pb-Pb PID p t spectra as reported in Ref. [1] is summarized in Sec. II C. Specifically, two p t intervals are assumed to reflect distinct physical mechanisms: For p t < 3 GeV/c spectrum features are assumed to reflect "bulk production" (including flow manifestations), and for p t > 10 GeV/c jet formation and inmedium jet modification ("jet quenching") should be the relevant issue for produced hadrons. If that description were valid jet fragments would comprise a tiny fraction of hadron production, and almost all hadrons (i.e. most of the nonjet fraction) would emerge from a flowing dense medium (QGP). A similar interpretation of p-Pb PID p t spectra is presented in Ref. [18] . Between separate lowp t and high-p t intervals lies an intermediate region where the hadron production mechanism is uncertain. Such descriptions are based on the assumption that distinct production mechanisms relate to separated p t intervals.
In contrast to spectrum models based on such a priori assumptions the TCM is based on observed scaling of distinct soft and hard hadron fractions that happen to overlap strongly on p t . Derivation of the p-p TCM from n ch systematics of p t spectra is first described in Ref. [3] . Accurate isolation of the two spectrum components then leads to direct comparison between the spectrum hard component and measured jet properties [13] and to development of an accurate description of the p-p collisionenergy evolution of jet energy spectra over three orders of magnitude [25] . In essence, measured jet spectra and measured jet FFs predict the shape and absolute magnitude of the spectrum hard component for any p-p collision energy. In particular, any predicted p-p hard component has a mode near 1 GeV/c, and most jet fragments appear below 3 GeV/c. The spectrum TCM soft component does not change with A-B centrality and changes only slowly ∼ log( √ s N N ) with collision energy.
With the spectrum hard component predicted quantitatively via measured jet properties [13] , the spectrum interpretations in Refs. [18] and [1] can be reexamined. Describing the lower-p t interval (< 3 GeV/c) is the statement "hardening of the spectra" with increasing centrality "...is mass dependent and is characteristic of hydrodynamic flow...." That qualitative observation may be consistent as far as it goes but does not establish that flow plays any role in nuclear collisions. In fact, the predicted trend for the MB jet contribution to spectra has exactly those characteristics: (a) With increasing A-B centrality the jet contribution increases much faster than the soft component, thus making the spectrum "harder," and (b) as demonstrated for p-Pb collisions in Ref. [16] the hard/soft ratio for baryons is much greater than that for kaons which is greater than that for pions, as presented in Table IV .
Describing a higher-p t interval (> 10 GeV/c) is the statement "the spectra follow a power-law shape as expected from perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations." But pQCD theory is not required to predict the high-p t trend that is derived quantitatively from the convolution of a measured jet spectrum [25] with measured FFs [24] . The power-law trend is only an approximation, over a limited p t interval, to the actual jet spectrum. The same convolution predicts the jet fragment distribution down to 0.5 GeV/c and confirms that the majority of fragments appear near 1 GeV/c [4, 13] .
Applied to an intermediate-p t region (e.g. 2-10 GeV/c) is the statement "...it is an open question if additional physics processes [e.g. the "baryon/meson puzzle" [21] [22] [23] ] occur in the intermediate p T region..." [1] . In Ref. [8] is the statement "Below the [proton/pion] peak [on p t ], p t < 3 GeV/c, both ratios [p/π, K/π] are in good agreement with hydrodynamical calculations, suggesting that the peak itself is dominantly the result of radial flow...." But that region is actually dominated by jet fragments, and results in Sec. V C above confirm that spectrum structures relevant to the peak in the baryon/meson ratio scale individually with the number of binary N-N colli-sions as expected for jet production. The p-Pb PID spectrum study of Ref. [16] reveals that baryons are copiously produced by MB dijets, and the present Pb-Pb PID study reveals that centrality evolution of the baryon/meson ratio is a direct consequence of PID jet modification.
B. What is "jet quenching?" Spectrum ratio R AA (p t ) as defined in Eq. (1) was formulated in anticipation of RHIC startup in 2000 to search for evidence of parton energy loss in a dense QCD medium ("jet quenching") [33, 34] . Suppression of R AA (p t ) at "high p t " (e.g. p t > 6 GeV/c or y t > 4.5), an interval attributed exclusively to jet production, was expected to reveal jet quenching, and the degree of suppression might indicate quantitatively the extent of parton energy loss [35] . This study and previous PID spectrum analyses in Refs. [4, 13] cast doubt on that conjecture.
In order to develop a realistic theoretical picture of jet modification in A-B collisions complete jet fragment distributions over the largest possible p t interval must be determined accurately. In particular, the interval from 0.15 to 4 GeV/c (y t ∈ [1, 4] ), where almost all jet fragments reside, should be a central focus of study. Reliance on biased R AA (p t ) measurements, with theoretical analysis applied only at high p t , cannot achieve a correct understanding. Those criteria are consistent with results presented in Secs. V, VI and IX A of the present study.
Jet-related trends as revealed by hard-component ratio r AA (y t ), comparing data fragment distributions to a TCM reference, reveal basic elements of jet modification. Modification in A-A collisions, for instance as in Fig. 10 (d) and (e), is consistent with large overall shifts ∆y t of the spectrum hard component to lower y t . Hardcomponent modelĤ 0 (y t ) is a Gaussian with exponential tail. The log of the ratio of shifted to unshifted such functions, expressed as a Taylor series, has the leading term ∆y t d log[Ĥ 0 (y t )]/dy t . The derivative then has the form of a sloped line passing through zero and transitioning to a negative constant above y t ≈ 3.6 (p t ≈ 2.5 GeV/c). That scenario is described in Sec. VIII B of Ref. [4] . Figure 18 (left) repeats Fig. 14 (a) . The scenario above is illustrated by the added bold dotted curve, with un-modifiedĤ 0 (y t ) for pions and ∆y t ≈ 0.3. The general shape of r AA (y t ) for central Au-Au data is reproduced, but with a zero intercept located at the mode ofĤ 0 (y t ) (y t = 2.66) per the above formula, inconsistent with data. Figure 18 (right) shows the actual 0-12% central Au-Au hard-component data (solid points) compared to a pQCD prediction (solid curve) based on modified FFs (see below) [13] . p-p data (open circles) are accurately described by the TCM H pp (dashed). The TCM reference for central Au-Au data is the dash-dotted curve νH pp . Those results explain the discrepancy in the left panel. Jet modification does not only consist in a simple shift ∆y t ; the fragment distribution also increases dramatically at lower y t in a manner consistent with conser- vation of parton energy within the modified jet, as implied by modification of FFs consistent with the DGLAP equations. As a result, the crossover between Au-Au data and TCM reference (→ unity crossing at left) occurs near y t = 2.9, not 2.66. Large shifts of the fragment distribution or spectrum hard component to lower y t are consistent with transport of the splitting cascade within a jet to lower p t that may be modeled by increasing the coefficient of the gluon splitting function within the DGLAP equations [36] . That picture is confirmed by comparing Au-Au r AA (y t ) data to the pQCD convolution of a measured jet spectrum with modified p-p FFs. The solid curve in Fig. 18 (right) is obtained with p-p FFs corresponding to a ≈ 10% increase in the coefficient of the gluon splitting function in the DGLAP equations (per Ref. [36] ) [13] . The resulting agreement with the spectrum hard component from central 200 GeV Au-Au collisions (solid dots) is within data uncertainties.
Such agreement excludes the possibility of any loss (by absorption in a dense medium) of jets as low as 3 GeV energy. Spectrum hard components are typically consistent with geometry parameter N bin as expected for jet production and as confirmed again in the present study. Whereas p-Pb data are consistent with small shifts up or down on y t Pb-Pb data for pions and kaons are consistent with much larger shifts always to lower y t . Proton data are not as simple, suggesting that jet modification in A-A is restricted, for baryon fragments at least, to p t values above the hadron mass (e.g. ≈ 1 GeV/c for protons) [4] .
There is a further issue for interpretation of R AA or r AA spectrum ratios based on p-p spectra as the reference. Fragmentation functions for p-p collisions are already modified relative to those for q-q or g-g (inferred from three-jet events) dijets from e + -e − collisions [24] . p-p FFs are strongly suppressed below 1 GeV/c compared to e + -e − FFs [13, 26] . For high-energy jets the suppression corresponds to a small fraction of the total jet energy but a substantial fraction of the fragment number. For lower-energy jets (i.e. most jets in a MB sample relevant to A-B spectra) the fractional suppression is correspondingly larger. Thus, the low-p t enhancement observed for r AA in more-central A-A collisions relative to p-p spectra, apparently relating to "jet quenching," could be seen instead as restoration of the fragment distribution for invacuum jets from e + -e − collisions. The correct reference for and physical interpretation of spectrum responses to more-central A-A collisions is then an open question.
C. Can radial flow be inferred from pt spectra?
The conventional interpretation of PID p t spectra from high-energy nuclear collisions is expressed in terms of radial flow and jet quenching. The principal conclusions from Ref. [1] are summarized in Sec. II, among which are: For p t < 3 GeV/c spectrum features are assumed to "provide information on bulk production...." With increasing centrality "...hardening of the spectra" at lower p t is observed. The effect "...is mass dependent and is characteristic of hydrodynamic flow...." Reference [9] reports details from lower-p t intervals of the same PID spectra (below 3 or 4.5 GeV/c) and asserts that "hydrodynamics has been very successful in describing [p t spectra] up to a few GeV/c. In its Table 5 the reference reports parametersβ t and T kin from a BW model fitted to limited p t intervals. Reference [9] concludes that "These features are compatible with the development of a strong collective flow...which dominates the spectral shapes up to relatively high p T in central collisions."
While that interpretation might be seen as a plausible conjecture in more-central A-A collisions difficulties arise from recent p-Pb PID spectra as reported in Ref. [18] , where it is observed that BW model parametersβ t and T kin have similar values for p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions. Those results are then interpreted as "consistent with the presence of radial flow in p-Pb collisions." Alternatively, one could interpret the p-Pb spectrum results as casting doubt on hydro interpretations for any A-B spectra [16] .
As an exercise consider the example of a thin cylindrical shell expanding with some velocity β t that corresponds to a boost on transverse rapidity denoted by ∆y t0 with the relation β t = tanh(∆y t0 ). An example is given for kaons by Fig. 3 of Ref. [32] where the spectrum shape without transverse flow is assumed to be exponential and parameters are defined in the context of RHIC energies. With increasing flow velocity the apparent slope parameter increases, referred to as "flattening" or "hardening." But presenting such an example within the conventional semilog plot format on linear p t or m t as in Ref. [32] obscures essential features relating to evidence for or against radial flow from PID spectra. Below is a detailed analysis of K 0 S spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb colli-sions to buttress that conclusion. K 0 S data are compared to TCM model functions as reported in Ref. [16] using kaon transverse rapidity y tK as the independent variable. Figure 19 (left) shows K 0 S data for most-peripheral and most-central 5 TeV p-Pb collisions (open circles) [16] . The imported data are densities on pion rapidity y tπ in the form X(y tπ ) as defined in Eq. (10). To convert those data to densities on kaon y tK requires the Jacobian (y tπ m tK )/(y tK m tπ ). The soft-component model function for that case, defined on kaon m tK by Eq. (8), uses parameters from Table III : T = 200 MeV and n = 14. It is then converted, in this case, from kaon m tK to kaon rapidity y tK (dashed curve) via the Jacobian m tK p t /y tK . The kaon rapidity is required because a source boost must be applied to the proper rapidity for a given hadron species. The dotted curve is the exponential limit with n → ∞. The exponential is included in response to claims that data tend to follow an exponential trend below 3 GeV/c (y tK ≈ 2.5) [32] . With slope parameter determined by the great majority of (soft) hadrons below 0.5 GeV/c the exponential demonstrates that spectrum data are generally inconsistent with that model function.
The solid curve is the dashed curve boosted by ∆y t0 = 0.6, and the dash-dotted curve is the corresponding exponential. That specific boost value is relevant because it corresponds to the inferred value ofβ t for morecentral Pb-Pb collisions [9] and also corresponds to the transverse boost inferred from quadrupole spectra reconstructed from v 2 (p t ) data as in Refs. [37, 38] . It is intriguing that the boosted soft component coincides with central p-Pb kaon data over some substantial range of y t values, seemingly consistent with a flow manifestation.
However, it is clearly evident that the K 0 S data, extending down to p t = 0 (y t = 0), dramatically contradict the boosted model that corresponds to zero particle density below ∆y t0 = 0.6 (for kaons corresponding to p t ≈ 0.3 GeV/c). One could argue that real collisions correspond to a broad boost distribution with mean valuē β t , but that does not eliminate the required large reduction at lower y t compared to an unboosted reference. It is notable that the unboosted TCM soft reference describes the K 0 S data for all p-Pb centralities down to zero y t within the small data uncertainties. The analysis in Ref. [16] demonstrates that the difference between peripheral and central p-Pb data is not due to a source boost. The difference is a fixed hard component for all p-Pb centralities that varies only in amplitude, in a manner predicted by p-Pb centrality and N-N binary-collision scaling as expected for dijet production. For spectra viewed in the conventional semilog plotting format with linear p t or m t (e.g. Fig. 1 ) the essential details evident in Fig. 19 (left) (i.e. below 0.3 GeV/c) are invisible. Misinterpretation of data in favor of a flow narrative results. Figure 19 (right) shows the pion spectrum from 0-5% central 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions (points) as it appears in Fig. 7 (b) . The published spectrum data have been multiplied by 2π to correspond with η densities used in this study and divided by participant pair number [16] plotted on kaon rapidity ytK. The dashed and dotted curves are respectively the p-Pb TCM soft component modelŜ0 and an exponential as a limiting case. The solid and dash-dotted curves are the dashed and dotted curves shifted to higher yt by source boost ∆yt0 = 0.6. Right: Hydro theory curve for pions from 0-5% central 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions from Ref. [39] (solid) compared to the measured pion spectrum (open circles) plotted on pion transverse rapidity ytπ as it appears in Fig. 7 (b) . The dashed and dotted curves are TCM model functions derived from 7 TeV p-p and 5 TeV p-Pb spectrum data [7, 16] with TCM coefficients for 0-5% 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb assuming N-N linear superposition (no jet modification), with no adjustment for this comparison.
N part /2 ≈ 190 corresponding to 0-5% central Pb-Pb collisions. The solid curve is a hydro result for the same collision system from Ref. [39] . The other curves are TCM soft component S N N (y t ) (dotted), hard component νH N N (y t ) (dashed) and the sum (2/N part )ρ 0 (y t ) of TCM soft and hard components (dash-dotted) as in Eq. (13) (second line). The Pb-Pb TCM model functions are adopted from the spectrum TCM for 7 TeV p-p and 5 TeV p-Pb collisions [7, 16] and therefore constitute an absolute prediction for Pb-Pb assuming N-N linear superposition (no jet modification). TCM parameters are not varied to accommodate the Pb-Pb data. The measured pion spectrum is suppressed at larger y t compared to the TCM reference (consistent with spectrum ratio R AA ) but strongly enhanced at smaller y t suggesting approximate energy conservation within modified jets [4] .
The main feature of the right panel is comparison of the hydro result (solid) with data (points). The hydro curve falls well below the data at smaller y t where the great majority of hadrons are located but is consistent with data at larger y t where the spectrum is dominated by the jet-related hard component, including the effect of jet modification. The shape of the hydro curve is indeed consistent with a large-amplitude and broad source boost distribution (i.e. radial flow) as illustrated by Fig. 3 of Ref. [32] . But the strong decrease of the curve at lower y t is generally not observed in spectrum data, and the increase at higher y t produced by the source boost describes a data trend consistent with MB dijet production (∝ N bin ). In effect, the two panels of Fig. 19 support the same conclusion -for a single boost value in the left panel or for a broad boost distribution in the right panel. Both are falsified by spectrum data below 0.5 GeV/c.
The logical form of argument in favor of a hydro mechanism based on qualitative observation of p t spectrum "hardening" or "flattening" increasing with collision centrality and hadron mass (as expected for radial flow) is an example of the "undistributed middle" fallacy (referring to syllogism terminology): Cause A is assumed to produce effect B. I observe effect B (approximately) and conclude that cause A is responsible. But effect B may be produced by some other cause C, and some effect D, observed as well, may exclude A as a cause. In the present case cause C is MB dijets as the signature manifestation of QCD in high-energy nuclear collisions, and effect D is the detailed shapes of p t spectra at low momentum.
X. SUMMARY
This article reports a differential analysis of identifiedhadron (PID) p t spectra from six centrality or n ch classes of 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions and from p-p collisions at the same energy. The PID spectra are described by a twocomponent (soft + hard) model (TCM) of hadron production in high-energy nuclear collisions. The soft component is associated with longitudinal projectile-nucleon dissociation and the hard component is associated with large-angle scattering of low-x gluons to form jets.
The present Pb-Pb study relies on a recent TCM analysis of PID spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions to provide an essential reference in that the p-Pb data are consistent with linear superposition of p-N collisions, no jet modification and no evidence for radial flow. The p-Pb analysis then establishes TCM model functions and PID parameters for five hadron species (charged pions, charged kaons, neutral kaons, protons and Lambdas) that are adopted with almost no change for the present Pb-Pb analysis of charged pions, kaons and protons.
2.76 TeV p-p and Pb-Pb proton spectra appear to exhibit substantial inefficiencies above 1 GeV/c. A correction is estimated by comparing the p-p spectrum with the corresponding TCM proton spectrum derived from p-Pb collisions that also describes Lambdas within data uncertainties. After inefficiency correction Pb-Pb proton spectra are similar to 200 GeV Au-Au proton spectra.
Jet-related Pb-Pb and Au-Au spectrum hard components exhibit strong suppression at higher p t in morecentral collisions corresponding to results from spectrum ratio R AA but also (for pions and kaons) exhibit dramatic enhancements below p t = 1 GeV/c that are concealed by R AA . In contrast, enhancements of proton hard components appear only above 1 GeV/c suggesting that the baryon/meson "puzzle" is a jet phenomenon.
The principal results of the present analysis are as follows: (a) PID spectra from peripheral 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb and p-p collisions are consistent with 5 TeV p-Pb results including no significant evidence for radial flow or jet modification for any p-Pb n ch class spanning a thirty-fold variation in dijet production. (b) For more-central Pb-Pb collisions jet-related spectrum hard components deviate strongly from p-p and p-Pb references, including suppression at higher p t and complementary large enhancement at lower p t . (c) A sharp transition in the jet modification trend is similar to the transition observed in jet properties from 200 GeV Au-Au collisions. (d) For all Pb-Pb spectra soft components are consistent with a fixed shape as for p-p and p-Pb reference spectra, providing no significant evidence for radial flow (i.e. no signifi-cant boost of the soft component on transverse rapidity y t ). (e) Overall spectrum shape evolution is dominated by hard-component effects that scale with the number of N-N binary collisions as expected for dijet production.
This Pb-Pb analysis illustrates the precision achievable via the TCM applied as a common data reference across an ensemble of collision systems. The analysis also makes clear the large amount of information accessible within particle data given application of differential methods.
